REC-Filmfestival 2018
The Festival for young directors
19th to 23rd of September 2018
at the ufaFabrik, Viktoriastr. 10-18, D-12105 Berlin-Tempelhof
How to come to the REC Filmfestival Berlin:
The closest stations for public transport are:
Underground line: U6
U-Bahnhof/underground station: Ullsteinstrasse
There also calls the nightbus N6.
Bus stations: Friedrich Karl Strasse / Attilaplatz:
buses: 170, 184, 246 and N84
On our homepage you will find a map:
http://rec-filmfestival.de/rec/rece/festival-venue/
Further information: www.rec-filmfestival.de
If you arrive with the TRAIN at Berlin-Hauptbahnhof:
You will need about 25 minutes to the festival. Change at "Berlin Hauptbahnhof" to platform 15, take
a local train ("S-Bahn") to "Friedrichstrasse", that is one stop. Change to the underground-line U6,
take the train direction "Alt-Mariendorf", go 11 stops, drop off at the station "Ullsteinstrasse" and use
the exit "Viktoriastrasse" (at rear end of your train). Then it is one minute to walk.
If you arrive with the COACH in Berlin at the central bus station "ZOB":
You will need about 30 minutes to the festival. Go to the local train (S-Bahn-) station "Messe Nord /
ICC" (about 4 minutes). Take the train S42 or S46 (several directions, it always passes "Südkreuz").
Go 9 stops to the station "S+U Tempelhof", change into the underground line U6, direction "AltMariendorf", go 3 stops, drop off at the station "Ullsteinstrasse" and use the exit "Viktoriastrasse" (at
rear end of your train). Then it is one minute to walk.
If you arrive with the AIRPLANE in Berlin-Tegel (TXL):
You will need about 45 minutes from the airport to the festival. Use bus number 128, direction "Osloer
Str.", go 6 stops until the station "Kurt-Schumacher-Platz". Change there into the underground line
"U6". Use the train direction "Alt-Mariendorf", go 21 stops, drop off at the station "Ullsteinstrasse",
use the exit "Viktoriastrasse" (at rear end of your train). Then it is one minute to walk.
If you arrive with the AIRPLANE in Berlin-Schönefeld (SXF):
You will need about 45 minutes from the airport to the festival. Walk from the terminal to the railwaystation "Berlin-Schönefeld" (about 6 minutes). Take the local train ("S-Bahn") line S45, direction
"Südkreuz", go 11 stops to the station "S+U Tempelhof", change into the underground line U6,
direction "Alt-Mariendorf", go 3 stops, drop off at the station "Ullsteinstrasse" and use the exit
"Viktoriastrasse" (at rear end of your train). Then it is one minute to walk.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

About tickets for public transport:
The service-provider for the public transport in Berlin is the "BVG". For tickets valid for the whole
town of Berlin you have to choose the fare zone "Berlin AB"*. You can use single tickets (valid for
all buses, U-Bahn, S-Bahn, changing possible, but no return or detour, valid 2 hours) for 2,80 €
(adults) / 1,70 € (kids up to 14). It may be cheaper for you, if you buy a Tageskarte (day-ticket, 7,00 €
/ 4,70€), a "4-Fahrten-Karte" (4 single tickets, 9,00 € / 5,60 €), a "7-Tage-Karte" (7-day-ticket,
30,00 €) or a tourist-ticket, which also includes discounts on some tourist highlights ("Berlin
CityTourCard-48 hours" for 16,90 €, the "Berlin CityTourCard-72 hours" for 23,90 €, or the
"Berlin CityTourCard-4 days" for 29,90 €). You can ask at the BVG-information desk at the station/
airport or use a ticket-machine. All tickets have to be validated by a stamp before use (small extra
validating machine, yellow at U-Bahn-station, red at S-Bahn). Further information: www.bvg.de/en
*Please note: The airport of Berlin-Schönefeld is outside of Berlin, so a single-ticket to/from there is a
bit more expensive = fare zone "Berlin ABC" for 3,40 € (adult) or 2,50 € (kids up to age 14).
And if you want to visit Potsdam / Sanssouci: That is also fare zone "Berlin ABC".

